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\textbf{A B S T R A C T}

Legal protection has become essential for managing the world’s surf breaks much as it has for other marine and coastal protected areas. This paper presents the first systematic review of global developments in this field. We used a keyword literature search and thematic content analysis to characterise legal protection mechanisms that are designed for surf breaks or have been specifically applied to address surf break protection needs. They are currently found in six countries, protect over 500 surf breaks, and include examples of single-location mechanisms (e.g., Malibu in USA, Punta de Lobos in Chile) and national-level protection mechanisms addressing multiple surf breaks (e.g., New Zealand and Peru). Across all examples we identified 63 discrete themes that can be drawn upon to design and communicate protection measures and present these in a typology that highlights contributing ideas. Thematic analysis identified a major distinction between process and outcome-based requirements. More comprehensive protections can be recognised by attention to a wider range of threat classes and in the detail provided for decision support, with the two ideally working together to identify the minimum assessment requirements for development proposals. Variation in levels of protection is a key topic for consideration as is the process by which locations are identified or qualified for legal protections to apply. There is also a need to evaluate the effectiveness of provisions already in place, carrying with it the need for outcomes-based monitoring which is currently rare.

1. Introduction

From traditional roots in Hawai’i and Peru the pursuit of surfing and surf tourism has become a major contributor to community wellbeing and economic activity at many locations and scales (Buckley 2002a; Lazarow et al., 2009; Peryman and Orchard 2013). Surf breaks are the natural features that support these activities, all of which may be defined by the practice of harnessing and riding waves (Walker 1974). Mostly these are recreational activities but include the traditional navigation skills of mariners for travel on wave exposed coasts and essential rescue skills in these environments today. Despite their importance as a natural and generally finite resource, many surf breaks have become degraded by anthropogenic pressures and development patterns. In response, surfers and coastal communities have mobilized grassroots campaigns and established new non-governmental organisations (NGOs) to protect surf breaks. They include many regional and national level initiatives (e.g., National Surfing Reserves programme in Australia, Surfbreak Protection Society in New Zealand, Hazla por tu Ola in Peru, Fundación Rompientes in Chile), and international NGOs (e.g., Save the Waves, Surfrider Foundation, Surf & Nature Alliance, Surfers Against Sewerage), supported by a network of research groups and institutions. These collective efforts have spearheaded most of the major developments in surf break protection that include improving public awareness of their protection needs (Nelsen et al., 2013; Orchard 2017a).

Although non-statutory approaches have achieved some protection outcomes, there is demonstrable need for enforceable legally-binding mechanisms to ensure effective protection of surf breaks (Orchard 2020; Reiblich 2013; Santos 2018). Evidence includes the growing list of surf break degradation examples and the ongoing prospect of incompatible coastal developments being proposed without protections in place. In New Zealand, for example, surf breaks of ‘national significance’ including Mangamauunu and Aramoana already have a high level of protection under the law yet have remained exposed to recent threats from poorly planned development proposals involving land reclamation, seawall construction, dredging and offshore spoil deposition (Mead and Atkin 2019). These cases have required considerable NGO advocacy and input to avoid adverse effects, demonstrating the difficulty of achieving effective protection in practice. Legal protection status has greatly enabled the eventual resolution of development proposals through considering effects that developers may not otherwise have recognised or addressed in their plans.
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Legal protection mechanisms are emerging as one of the key tools to address the above issues alongside other natural resource management needs. To date, however, there has been no systematic review of the now-considerable set of international developments in this field. The purpose of this paper is to address this need from a global standpoint, by providing an overview of legal protection mechanisms that have been applied to date and are specific to the management of surf breaks. We then use content and thematic analyses to assess commonalities and differences between the approaches and develop a typology of legal protection mechanisms that describes variations in their conceptual basis. We conclude by identifying some of distinguishing features that have evolved to date, and discuss their implications for future developments in this field.

2. Methods

2.1. Systematic review

Legal protection mechanisms meeting the scope of this review where identified using a comprehensive keyword search completed March 2022. A total of 121 articles were identified. After screening, a total of 30 articles were included in the final analysis.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aguilar Espinoza et al., 2018</td>
<td>The legal protection of surf breaks from 1994 (representing the earliest known publication) to March 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baxter, 2018</td>
<td>Legal protection mechanisms for surf breaks: top-down and bottom-up aspects of a natural resource challenge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cabrera and Abessa, 2020</td>
<td>Indicator to measure pressures, states, impact and response of surf breaks: the case of Bahía de Todos Santos, Baja California, Mexico</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eberlein, 2011</td>
<td>The role of legal instruments in the management of coastal resources: a case study of surf breaks in the Basque Country, Spain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edwards and Stephenson, 2013</td>
<td>A typology of legal protection mechanisms for surf breaks: implications for future developments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edwards, 2013</td>
<td>Surfing and the law: a case study of the management of surf breaks in Australia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>González and Carillo, 2020</td>
<td>The protection of surf breaks: a case study of the management of surf breaks in the Basque Country, Spain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hume et al., 2019</td>
<td>Legal protection mechanisms for surf breaks: a case study of the management of surf breaks in the Basque Country, Spain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Llantada and Serafini, 2021</td>
<td>Surfing and the law: a case study of the management of surf breaks in Australia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machado et al., 2018</td>
<td>Legal protection mechanisms for surf breaks: a case study of the management of surf breaks in the Basque Country, Spain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rennie, 2018</td>
<td>Surfing and the law: a case study of the management of surf breaks in Australia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santos, 2020</td>
<td>Surfing and the law: a case study of the management of surf breaks in Australia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surfbeats, 2020</td>
<td>Surfing and the law: a case study of the management of surf breaks in Australia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ware et al., 2017</td>
<td>Surfing and the law: a case study of the management of surf breaks in Australia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 shows the research literature on the legal protection of surf breaks from 1994 (representing the earliest known publication) to March 2022 (Aguilar Espinoza et al., 2018; Baxter, 2018; Cabrera and Abessa, 2020; Eberlein, 2011; Edwards and Stephenson, 2013; Edwards, 2013; González and Carillo, 2020; Hume et al., 2019; Llantada and Serafini, 2021; Londoño, 2020; Machado et al., 2018; Rennie, 2018; Santos, 2020; Surfbeats, 2020; Ware et al., 2017).
2022 for the terms ‘legal’, ‘legislation’, ‘regulation’, ‘policy’, and ‘protection’ in combination with the term ‘surf’*, and an additional Spanish keyword search for ‘rompientes’ and ‘ley’. Initially these searches were completed in both the Scopus and Google Scholar search engines, which returned primarily research articles in the results. Therefore, we conducted additional grey literature searches using the Google search engine to identify other potentially relevant studies and popular media that might reference other legal protection mechanisms within the scope of the study. We also considered references contained within all of the abovementioned search results. The combined search results were then evaluated against the scope of the study to identify articles describing legal protection mechanisms that either include specific provisions for surf breaks, or have been applied for the protection of surf breaks. Lastly, the relevant legal instruments were identified and retrieved for further analysis as described below.

2.2. Classification of protection mechanisms

Each legal mechanism was evaluated using content and thematic analysis following Boyatzis (1998). Descriptions of each legal instrument were compiled into a standardized format that included details of the objectives, scope, and implementation using the original wording translated into English where required. The resulting dataset (comprised of 11 protection mechanisms from five countries) was then coded for thematic analysis. The major themes that emerged were then used to construct a typology that collectively describes characteristics of the legal protection concepts that have emerged to date. Lastly, each of the legal instruments was classified against the typology to identify commonalities and differences, potential gaps, and overarching themes.

3. Results

3.1. Research literature

From the systematic review we identified a database of 65 articles that are considered to represent the primary research literature on the topic of legal protection for surf breaks (Table 1). This compilation excludes conference proceedings and other presentation types that generally refer to other studies. Other articles that were identified using the search terms but deemed out of scope for the current study are represented in the ‘wider protection’ category of literature shown in Fig. 1. They include several surf science studies that intersect with the topic of surf break protection by describing principles or methodology for characterising the oceanographic aspects of waves (e.g., Atkin and Greer 2019; Butt 2010). This field is also related to the topic of artificial surf break design (Mead 2001; Ng et al., 2015) that includes potential applications as a mitigation measure for climate change (Hawaii Revised Statutes 2009–2021). Additionally, there is an increasing body of ‘surfonomics’ literature that addresses the economic value of surf breaks and related arguments and supporting reasoning for their protection (see www.savethewaves.org/surfonomics/).

The foundational study of Oram and Valverde (1994) appears to be the first comprehensive investigation of the legal protection of surf breaks, and it considerably pre-dates all other literature found in this review. The next period of considerable research activity coincided with review of the New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement (NZCPS) 1994 under the Resource Management Act 1991 that took place over a lengthy timeline between 2003 and 2010. The proposed inclusion of statutory policies for surf break protection intersected with other work on surf break management (e.g., Scarfe et al., 2008, 2009), and also resulted in a large body of grey literature including public submissions, hearings evidence and Board of Enquiry reports that are not reflected in either the research literature or popular media search results identified in this review, but have been previously summarized (e.g., Peryman and Skellern 2009; Skellern et al., 2009; Skellern et al., 2009, 2013; Orchard 2020). These legislative and research developments also appear to have catalysed interest in the subject worldwide; including international research interest in the New Zealand case (e.g., Sherow 2011) and studies looking at the potential for similar developments elsewhere (e.g., Ball 2015; Blum 2015; Nelsen et al., 2013; Reiblich 2013; dos Santos, 2018; da Silva et al., 2016). Following release of the NZCPS 2010, the New Zealand body of research continued to grow as implications of the new statutory measures were assessed (e.g., Orchard 2011; Peryman 2011a; Peryman and Skellern 2011; Rennie et al., 2014; Skellern et al., 2013). Furthermore, implementation of the statutory protection requirements at the regional level required additional technical studies to identify and assess the surf breaks involved. This process has continued over several years due to the different timing cycles of regional policy and plan reviews (e.g., Atkin et al. 2015; Atkin and Mead 2017; Coombes and Scarfe 2010; Northland Regional Council 2017a, 2017b; Orchard 2017, Peryman 2011b, 2011c).

On the global stage, developments in the surf tourism field also fit within our definition of research on legal protection mechanisms where they include attention to the potential regulation of surf resources to protect them from adverse effects. These cases include the investigation of tourism issues that might require intervention (e.g., Buckley 2017; Ponting & O’Brien & 2015), as well as the consequences of deregulating common pool resource arrangements for marine space that had previous included surf breaks (Mach and Ponting 2017; Ponting and O’Brien 2014). The protection of surf breaks from surf tourism impacts.

Fig. 1. Timeline of global developments as reflected in results from a systematic review of literature on the legal protection of surf breaks. Academic literature (columns) includes Spanish or Portuguese (light blue) and English articles (purple) on legal protection identified from Scopus and Google Scholar searches, and an additional search for the wider topic of ‘surfbreak protection’ (black). Popular media includes articles and websites identified in Google Search results that are additional to the academic articles but may make reference to them.
exemplifies an important dimension of surf break protection involving the negative effects of recreational use patterns such as aggressive behaviour (Fitzgerald and Clarke 2001; Mixon 2014; Nazer 2004; Waitt 2008; Young 2000), overcrowding (Buckley 2002a, 2002b; Knaap and Vanneste 2021; Towner 2016), and adverse environment impacts associated with recreational use (Martin & Assenov 2014). Non-regulatory approaches to tourism issues, e.g., in Papua New Guinea (O’Brien and Ponting 2013), and the wider ‘sustainable surfing’ discourse (Borne and Ponting 2019; Butt 2011), may also intersect with, or augment the need for legal protection in various ways.

In recent years there has also been growth in the diversity of research that fits within the scope of this review. Alongside the investigation of an increasingly wider range of options for applying legal protection (e.g., Arroyo et al., 2019; Barros et al., 2021a, 2021b; Monteferri et al., 2019; Reiblich and Reineman 2018; Rode 2022), newer topics include the contribution of surf break protection to wider conservation goals (Reineman et al., 2021; Scheske et al., 2019). Notable research gaps include a lack of studies on the effectiveness of surf break protections that might include comparative analyses of existing arrangements now that there is a diversity of protection measures in place (Arroyo et al., 2020; Orchard 2017a). Limitations to note include the likelihood that early work (particularly in non-English texts) may not have been discovered through the online search engines used in this review despite the inclusion of a combination of English and Spanish search terms. Notably, the earliest surfbreak-specific legislation was enacted in Peru in 2000 and does not appear to have been accompanied by research literature from around the same time. Alternatively, this may partly explain the lack of application of that law until new regulations were enacted in 2013; which appears to have then led to an increase in research activities on the development and implementation of these provisions (e.g., Monteferri et al., 2019). These limitations aside, the review results obtained here provide a relatively cohesive picture of the body of research effort and highlight periods of heightened activity (Fig. 1). It also provides for a comprehensive identification of the associated legal mechanisms, a primary objective of the review.

Lastly, the trends in popular media discovered in Google Search Fig. 2.
results are also of interest (Fig. 1). They correspond well with the above description of trends in the research literature and show a peak in the English language media activity around 2010–2011 coinciding with the New Zealand developments, and another in the Spanish languages around 2013 coinciding with enactment of the Peruvian regulations. Since then there has been a steady background level of English media attention to the topic that includes news items on the Latin American developments as well as developments in other countries and media items featuring notable studies. At the same time there has been a notable increase in media attention in the Spanish languages, particularly since 2019. This increase is associated with the establishment and promotion of well-organised surf break protection campaigns in Peru and Chile that are successfully mobilizing public interest and securing crowd funding in support of surf break protection using existing legal mechanisms, and in the case of Chile, a new legislation proposal. For further reading see http://rompientes.org/, https://hazlaportuola.pe/, and https://leyderompientes.cl/.

3.2. Legal protection review

The literature review identified legal instruments from six countries that are either specific to surf breaks or have been applied to achieve the protection of surf breaks (Fig. 2). For this study, we included an analysis of the recent Chilean developments around a Rompientes law that is the subject of a current bill (Arica Surf Association 2018). In New Zealand, we restricted attention to the primary higher-level instrument being the NZCPS 2010, and not assess the content of regional policy and plans which must give effect to, and be generally consistent with it. Differences between regions have been the subject of previous assessments and primarily relate to the methodology for characterising surf breaks for consideration, and the extent of the protections afforded (Orchard 2017a; Orchard et al., 2019). For the Australian examples, we reviewed and summarized the provisions of management plans created under the New South Wales Crown Lands Act 1989 and subsequent reforms which have not been the subject of previous assessments, and similarly in Victoria where a progression of legislative developments have been applied to the Bells Beach Surfing Recreation Reserve over several decades, creating the longest-standing example of a legally protected surf break. Over 500 surf breaks now have some form of legal protection specific to their needs. See Supplementary Material for a summary of each legal protection mechanism identified in this review.

3.3. Characteristics of legal protection

Content analysis of the underlying statutes identified 63 distinguishing features of the legal protection mechanisms that have been applied to date. A feature common to all examples was the establishment of some form of protected area to which the protections apply, which is consistent with the focus of the review being constrained to natural features that are identified as ‘surf breaks’. Within this spatial basis, however, there is considerable diversity in the areas that have been identified for protection. They range from the NZCPS definition of surf break, which is arguably, the most comprehensive in its spatial consideration, to the protection of land adjacent to a surf break (which nonetheless serves important protection functions for values of the surf break). There is also a clear distinction between protection mechanisms that are specifically designed for surf breaks, versus the successful application of other (non-specific) legislation to achieve surf break protection goals.

Several themes we identified represent contrasts between different policy options or approaches for identifying and assessing surf breaks. For example, one of the most pronounced differences is whether the protection mechanism directly identifies the location(s) to be protected, or instead establishes deolved responsibilities for their identification through a subsequent assessment process. Related aspects include whether the mechanism contains details of the identification process or criteria, or specifies the organisations involved (thus having responsibilities under the relevant law), and these may include non-governmental organisations in some cases (e.g. Peru and Australia). Various combinations of these aspects result in a wide diversity of approaches for the legal protection of surf breaks (Fig. 2).

3.4. Outcomes versus procedural requirements

In this analysis we identified a distinction between outcomes-based requirements and process-based requirements, with the latter establishing the need for certain tasks without specifying the outcome to be achieved from them. Following this distinction, we identified 35 outcomes-based and 28 process-based components of the global approach to legal protection. The outcome-based requirements are typically supported by process-based requirements but with considerably varying degrees of specificity, integration and detail.

3.4.1. Outcomes-based requirements

Four primary outcomes-based themes were identified; 1) resource protection policies, 2) resource enhancement policies, 3) balanced conservation and use, and 4) establishment of a new property right, and their representation varies considerable between the legal instruments. In this treatment we have considered the new property rights as a type of outcome (rather than procedural requirement), despite that they do not necessarily require surf break protection per se. However, in the examples identified here (Law No. 20930 in Chile, and Rompientes laws) the type of right established enables conservation outcomes and is used explicitly for that purpose.

Within the resource protection policies, subthemes include the protection of natural environments or ecosystems that in some cases reference specific ecosystem types. Additionally, specific attributes of ecosystems are a relatively common theme that is targeted for protection with examples including resources of cultural, historical, recreational or scenic value and other aspects such as natural character and water quality. Similarly, some of the policies specifically protect natural features such as surf breaks or beaches. Lastly, another set of resource protection policies is concerned with maintain existing values, and in some cases these are specified, with examples including recreational opportunities, public access, and resilience. Similar policies may also be framed around the outcome of minimising adverse effects and related issues such as climate risk. Within each of the legal protection mechanisms there are usually a mix of resource protection requirements, but the level of detail varies considerably. Although there are far fewer resource enhancement policies, three subthemes were identified: enhancement of recreational opportunities, natural character, and public access). In comparison, balanced conservation & use policies appear in all of the legal protection mechanisms. Three main subthemes may be identified around the topics of allocation of space, provision of public facilities, and provision of public access consistent with conservation objectives. Further themes related to the allocation of space include restricting the location of coastal development to suitable areas, and promoting the efficient use of space.

3.4.2. Process-based requirements

Within the 28 process-based themes there were eight major subthemes; 1) establishment of planning functions, 2) protected area mechanisms, 3) controls on use & development, 4) required assessment processes, 5) cross-boundary management approaches, 6) policies for integration with other statutes, 7) provisions for public participation, and 8) the development of non-statutory outreach or guidance materials. Interactions between these topics are evident in some cases, such as where cross-boundary management processes are supported by policies that promote integration with other statutes, particularly those involving other geographical realms that may intersect with surf break management in various ways. Within these eight major subthemes additional detail is also present. This analysis resulted in the
identification of an additional 20 process-based themes that in most cases can be related directly to one of the eight major subthemes. For example, under the ‘required assessment processes’ subtheme, contributing components found across the collective set of legal protection examples include requirements for baseline assessments and inventories, impact assessments, hazard risk assessments, and climate risk assessments. Bringing together all of these requirements can be identified as the most comprehensive approach – for which there are no current examples. Conversely, there are opportunities to learn from, and combine the best aspects of the collective developments to date in future iterations of resource management policy cycles or specific legislative initiatives for the protection of surf breaks.

3.5. Legal protection typology

The distinguishing features identified through thematic analysis may be grouped according to commonalities and differences to derive a conceptual model or typology that can help to illuminate relationships between them. Although it should be noted that other relationships and contributing factors could be identified, Fig. 3 shows one such example that highlights the distinction between outcomes and process-based requirements and an additional set of ‘opportunistic approaches’ in which existing legislative mechanisms that were not specifically created for surf break protection (but have the ability to do so) have been applied for these purposes. Current examples of this include the protection of Malibu in California, and the innovative use of a private property rights instrument to protect Punta de Lobos in Chile (Fig. 3).

The 2nd tier of the typology represents important subthemes that contribute to these three primary themes in the legal protection landscape. Within these, further contributing topics can be identified that may improve the efficacy of protection mechanisms by identifying additional considerations to clarify the scope and implementation of higher level instruments. This is most clearly seen in the development of coastal policy in New Zealand where the surf break management provisions include specific attention in national policies and the requirement for more detailed provisions to be made in the context of regional planning. Although most of the 3rd, 4th and 5th tier topics can be directly related to a corresponding higher level theme, Fig. 3 highlights a theme (recognition of traditional values) that was less-easily aligned with a single higher-level theme, and has the potential to contribute to several. Likewise, we considered that the ‘recognition of surf breaks within other protected area types’ could contribute to both opportunistic and legally-required protected area initiatives (Fig. 3). These examples are just some of the many interactions to be aware of.

![Fig. 3. A typology of legal protection mechanisms that highlights a distinction between outcomes-based and process-based requirements for the management of surf breaks. Process-based requirements generally help to achieve outcomes-based requirements and may also be required by the latter. Most sub-classes in this typology fall within the scope of a higher level class. A notable exception (the recognition of tradition knowledge and values) is shaded in darker grey. Note also the overlap between required and opportunistic protected area approaches that can be applied to surf breaks.](image-url)
particularly at the subtheme level. Others include the subtheme ‘climate responses’ which interacts with ‘assessment processes’, and the ‘specification of mitigation options’ which contributes to the higher-level theme of ‘controls on use and development’ but may also interact with the subtheme ‘requirement for climate response’.

Attention to such interactions is demonstrated in the Hawai’ian approach which includes policies that contribute to the theme of resource enhancement such as ‘developing new shoreline recreational opportunities, where appropriate, such as artificial lagoons, artificial beaches, and artificial reefs for surfing and fishing’ (Hawai’i Revised Statutes 2009–2021). It also includes requirements for the replacement of coastal resources having significant recreational value (specifically including ‘surfing sites’ and ‘sand beaches’), when such resources will be unavoidably damaged by development. These replacement activities directly contribute to the ‘resource protection policies’ theme in outcomes-based requirements and ‘controls of use and development’ in process-based requirements. They also appear to be inclusive of human developments that result in damage to natural resources under climate change, thereby contributing to ‘climate responses’. The combination of resource enhancement and resource replacement policies provides an alternative to in situ protection where a resource cannot be realistically protected at its current site.

In the future, further developments may lead to additional themes being explored within the legal protection landscape. An excellent example can be seen in the recent application of the National Historical Protection Act at Malibu. This contributes to the higher-level theme of ‘protecting natural resources’ and further recognises that these resources can include sites of historical value to the development of nature-based activities (United States Code 2016). This is the pre-eminent example of legal protection that addresses the potential for ‘historical resources’ to be associated with surf culture and the use of surf breaks, and can be identified as a discrete sub-theme in the legal protection landscape (Fig. 3).

4. Discussion

This review provides a global summary of the legal protection mechanisms that have been enacted to date, and is an important step towards evaluating what they have to offer for the management of surf breaks as important natural resources. Advantages of the content and thematic analyses used in this assessment include the ability to simplify the detail inherent in each protection mechanism, thereby facilitating comparisons. Across the set of global examples, our results show considerable variance in many key aspects. Although the lack of a standard approach is partly due to the different statutory contexts involved, innovative aspects were found in nearly all of the approaches. Our typology of legal protection mechanisms provides a useful way of summarising the current developments in terms of differences and commonalities to consider the merits of different approaches (Fig. 3). It highlights a major dichotomy between process and outcome-based protection mechanisms with direct management implications that are likely to be of interest to a range of stakeholder groups. In essence, the findings suggest a broad need for process-based mechanisms to be more specifically tied to outcomes requirements, and for outcome-based protections to be better specified and monitored. The first of these could become a point of focus for non-governmental stakeholders involved in consultation and input into coastal planning. Indeed, this could generate greater certainty for all stakeholders including agencies with statutory resource management roles. Findings from this review also provide a useful start for stakeholders interested in developing comprehensive outcomes-based policies that can address different aspects of surf break management and associated threats.

4.1. Procedures for establishing legal protection

There is considerable variation in the procedural basis for establishing legal protection across the global examples. Process-based requirements generally help to achieve outcomes-based requirements but do not constitute or necessarily lead to protections. Instead, they typically play supportive roles in pathways that may result in the development of tangible protections by contributing to enabling conditions (e.g., requirements for new planning process that must include surf breaks in the scope of their deliberations). Outcomes-based requirements represent the most direct form of legal protection since they generate explicit objectives that regulate stakeholder activities in the resource use, development and management spheres. Aside from weaknesses that may arise from deficiencies in the assessment or compliance functions of relevant authorities, they represent a ‘known quantity’ with regards to protection expectations. With this in mind, the scope of the protections they convey is a key topic of interest (see Section 4.3). As illustrated in the typology, there are over 20 policy topics that have received specific attention within the collective set of legal protection mechanisms (Fig. 3).

Examples of opportunistic approaches to legal protection are identified as falling outside of our outcomes versus process-based distinction since they do not feature legally-required instruments to address surf breaks. Nonetheless, the outcomes achieved can create protections specific to surf breaks and are therefore included in this review. Establishing new property rights is an interesting example since such rights, in general, may not necessarily invoke a protection outcome. However, Chilean Law No. 20930 enables private property owners to establish protective measures that survive in perpetuity irrespective of the future ownership of that land and result in legal protections similar to the concept of conservation easements provided under other legal regimes, like US law (McLaughlin 2007).

In the Chilean example, new property rights were established specifically to facilitate the legal protection of a surf break. Indeed, the land in question was purchased with this outcome in mind (see https://www.puntadelobos.org/). This innovative use of property right instruments for conservation purposes deserves further exploration in other jurisdictions where similar concepts may be applied. Opportunities to explore synergies with existing protected area mechanisms presents a somewhat analogous pathway for establishing new protections for surf breaks. As discussed further below, there is a spectrum of protected area approaches that range from the creation of new protected areas specifically designed for surf breaks, to the realignment of the objectives and function of other protected areas to better recognise surf breaks.

4.2. Identification of locations

Process and outcomes-based distinctions also extend to the methods by which surf breaks are identified for protection. The global experience shows that there are essentially three pathways for identifying locations for protection (Table 2). However, the only examples of protected surf breaks being directly identified within the statutory instrument are found in New Zealand, and given the international developments since its inception, must be regarded as a globally-rare approach (Fig. 4a). All other examples to date involve protection mechanisms that establish frameworks for protection under which qualifying surf breaks are subsequently identified, or involve one or more surf breaks identified for protection within a non-statutory process for which seek legal protection is sought subsequently (Fig. 4b). Examples of the latter include Australia’s National Surfing Reserves (NSR) programme and its global equivalent, the World Surfing Reserves (Short and Farmer 2012). There are also instances where surf breaks fall within the boundaries of existing protected areas that were established for other purposes (Scheske et al., 2019). However, where the legal protection mechanisms involved do not specifically make reference or arrangements for surf breaks protection these circumstances were outside of the scope of our review. For similar reasons we did not specifically assess the protection of San Onofre State Beach in California where the protection mandate responded to the potential impacts of highway infrastructure.
Table 2
Pathways for identifying surf breaks for inclusion in legal protections.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pathway</th>
<th>Examples of legal protection</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Under a framework for legal protection that specifies the locations to be protected directly within the statutory instrument</td>
<td>Waikato Regional Council Navigation Safety Bylaw 2003–2020 Regional Policy Statement for Taranaki 2010 NZCPS 2010 Policy 16/ Schedule 1</td>
<td>New Zealand, Waikato Region New Zealand, Taranaki Region New Zealand, nationwide (Surf Breaks of National Significance)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Under a framework for legal protection that does not initially specify the locations to be protected but typically establishes the qualifying criteria and/or processes to be used</td>
<td>NZCPS 2010 Policies 13 and 15 Peruvian Rompientes Law (and regulations) Chilean Rompientes Law National Historic Preservation Act 2016 Hawai‘i Revised Statutes 205A Decree 16, Law No. 19300 Law No. 19300, Decree 10 (General Bases of the Environment) Basque Government Ley May 1989 and Decree 139/2016 Crown Land (Reserves) Act 1978 Crown Land Act 1989 and Crown Lands Management Act 2016 National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974 National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974, Real Law No. 20930, Real Law No. 20930, Real Law No. 20930, Real</td>
<td>New Zealand, nationwide Peru, nationwide Chile, nationwide USA, Malibu USA, Hawai‘i Chile, Stone of the Wind and Topocalma Nature Sanctuary Chile, Punta Lobos Spain, Mundaka Australia, Bells Beach Australia, National Surfing Reserves programme, New South Wales Australia, National Surfing Reserves programme, Killala Chile, Punta del Lobos World Surfing Reserve</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 pathways for identifying surf breaks for inclusion in legal protections.

- Similarly in other Regional Policy Statements or Regional Plans prepared under the NZCPS (not shown for brevity).
- No specific examples of surf breaks having been protected under these provisions we identified in this review, but the legal mechanism specifically provides for surf breaks.

The comparisons suggest that the process of identifying surf breaks for legal protection is a multi-faceted endeavour, for which a preferred approach has yet to emerge. Moreover, there are considerable differences in the institutional arrangements that have been applied to address these needs. For example, the Australian and Peruvian approaches involve bottom-up evidence gathering activities where non-governmental third parties have a key role in nominating surf breaks for protection (Congress of the Republic of Peru 2000; Farmer and Short 2007). In Australia these activities began within the context of a non-statutory initiative to create surfing reserves, some of which have subsequently gained government legislative backing (Orchard 2017a), and similar approaches are being explored in the context of new legal protection initiatives in Spain (Rodriguez 2020; Trueba and Rodrigo 2021). In contrast, the role of a non-governmental third party was built into the Peruvian Rompientes Law from the beginning (Monteferrí 2013).

These examples require non-governmental parties to develop the assessment rationale and provide capacity for its implementation. There are, however, marked differences in the extent of these responsibilities involves that relate to the scope and intent of the qualifying criteria as set down in the relevant statutory or non-statutory commitments (as the case may be). At one end of the spectrum, Australia’s NSR programme places a high emphasis on widespread public engagement to inform the documentation of a range of community perspectives on the merits of protecting a given surf break. These activities are indeed prerequisites for the nomination of surf breaks for consideration, and demand a considerable minimum level of investment from proponents (Farmer and Short 2007). The NSR programme’s requirements for community buy-in create a robust approach for identifying important locations, but conversely, might also present barriers for upscaling of the procedural aspects to achieve widespread protection (e.g., through the establishment of Regional Surfing Reserves). In comparison, Peru’s Rompientes Law requires a much-reduced set of documentation requirements at the nomination stage, and these are streamlined towards mostly physical environment descriptors (Congress of the Republic of Peru 2013). This kind of law facilitates a relatively fast implementation process that can be readily upscaled. However, the nature of the assessment criteria against which nominations are approved (or otherwise) does not appear to have been publicly documented. The result is a relatively permissive approach with the potential to protect a large number of surf breaks. However, the process could attract opposition in situations where competing values are present, which are common in coastal planning (Olsen et al., 2014). These challenges are currently being addressed through NGO initiatives to raise public awareness around the need for surf break protection and merits of the Rompientes Law (see https://www.hazlaportuola.pe/es).

In the Australia and New Zealand examples, community engagement and awareness-raising aspects have been supported by transparent and proactive communication of the values and qualifying criteria upon which the argument for surf break protection hinges. It is likely, therefore, that the same principles could assist with implementation of the Rompientes Law as the focus turns to proposals for the protection of lesser-known surf breaks. New Zealand’s NZCPS approach provides perhaps the best example of a progression of focus from protecting a core set of nationally significant surf breaks to lesser-known but nonetheless
important surf breaks throughout the regions. This process has driven the evolution of qualifying criteria that have benefitted from a succes-
sion of implementation examples associated with statutory planning
processes in different geographies and communities. The most recent de-
velopments have incorporated highly participatory methodologies for
gathering baseline information to inform significance assessments using
multi-criteria assessment frameworks that encompass multiple values
(Orchard et al., 2019). This approach is helping to justify the inclusion of
a diverse range of surf break types in protection initiatives by addressing
the relationship between surf resources and established policy
objectives.

4.3. Comprehensiveness of legal protection

Alongside the identification of surf breaks for protection, another set
of distinguishing features relates to the comprehensiveness of protection
arrangements. In Australia and New Zealand, for example, identification
of additional surf breaks has become a key point of focus in consider-
atations for protecting surf breaks other than those already recognised as
national surfing reserves or surf breaks of national significance. This
new battleground complements the task of protecting a ‘national’ set of
renowned surf breaks and recognises that numerous locally-important
breaks provide benefits to local communities (Orchard 2017a, 2017b).
However, perspectives on the importance of surf breaks also vary across
the community. This variance is influenced by the degree of familiarity
and appreciation of the particular qualities of surf breaks (Lazarow 2007),
and intersects with institutional arrangements (Ware 2017) and
contemporary political will.

A lack of commitment to protecting surf breaks may promulgate the
perception of their degradation being ‘unavoidable’ in certain contexts,
such as where the community is faced with tough choices for climate
change adaptation. These aspects were recently debated on the Gold
Coast in Australia where mainstream media articles reported push-back
against previous commitments to establish legal protection (ABC Gold
Coast 2020). At the same time the Gold Coast provides one of the world’s
best examples of a nature-based solution to coastal protection that uses
sand nourishment to reduce coastal erosion and simultaneously support
the maintenance (and arguably, improvement) of beaches and wave
quality aspects of the natural environment (City of Gold Coast 2016). In
this case, deliberations on the needs and potential extent of legal pro-
tection occurred in the context of community consultation on a discus-
sion paper that addressed options for establishing Queensland’s World
Surfing Reserves (Queensland Government 2020). Despite the results
of those consultations identifying a considerable level of support for
establishing greater protections (Queensland Government 2021) it is
also important to recognise and help resolve the factors that contribute
to opposition. Disputes like these exemplify the complexities of adapting
to climate change and simultaneously dealing with an increasing coastal
population while also protecting the environment. If successful, pre-
cedents from this Queensland example may also help to advance the
apparent inertia surrounding legal protection elsewhere in the NSR
programme despite its impressive achievements as a non-statutory
initiative. For example, there is currently very little evidence (such as
the content of relevant Plans of Management) to suggest that the Crown
Reserves mechanism is being effectively applied to protect surf breaks as
was signaled in earlier documentation (New South Wales Government
2008).

4.4. Limits of acceptable change in relation to surf resources

In this section we highlight a topic that contributes to the compre-
hensiveness of protection and related decision-making and involves
the opportunity to specify degrees of acceptable change within the design
of protection mechanisms. These opportunities are relevant to all of
the initiatives that trigger requirements for impact assessments with regards
to development proposals, and include all of the national-scale legal
protection mechanisms developed to date. The NZCPS provides a clear
example in which the minimum acceptable level of adverse impacts is
effectively set to zero for surf breaks of ‘national significance’ through
the use of strong policy terms (e.g., ‘avoid’) that convey a well-defined
meaning. For locations where the required level of protection is not as
stringent (e.g., in Policy 15 in relation to surf breaks as natural features),
a more permissive threshold is set through the use of policy terms such
‘avoid significant adverse effects’.

Conversely, this approach can be seen as a spectrum that enables
varying degrees of degradation to occur in the course of decision-
making, and as such exemplifies an application of the Limits of
Acceptable Change principles (Stankey et al., 1985). At the time of
writing there are no examples of these aspects having been the subject of
a management effectiveness evaluation in which the consequences of
these arrangements might be linked with actual outcomes. However the
differential level of protection for various categories of surf breaks has
attracted opposition from surf break protection interests (e.g., in sub-
missions made by the Surfbreak Protection Society, see www.surfbreak.
org.nz). The extent to which these aspects could be incorporated or re-
lected in surf break protection arrangements under other jurisdictions
is identified as a topic for consideration.

4.5. Addressing the sustainability of surf break use

In much of the history of surf break protection, grass-roots commu-
nity movements and NGOs have been the dominant force behind posi-
tive change towards the recognition of surf breaks as natural resources
(Nelsen et al., 2013). Within this social context the direct users of surf
breaks (hereafter referred to collectively as ‘surfers’) have been
responsible for many of the key initiatives, and this is perhaps unsur-
prising given the strong connections to place that are typical of surfers
(Anderson 2014; Reineman and Ardoin 2018) and other marine recre-
ationalists (Brownlee et al., 2015). However, a further dimension con-
cerns resource users who may engage in activities that are
counterproductive, leading to the need to consider the sustainability of
surfing and surf culture (Borne and Ponting 2019; Buckley 2002a,
2002b; Martin & Assenov 2014; Towner and Milne 2017). Important
dimensions include the need to protect the ecological state and func-
tioning of surf breaks as natural ecosystems, and the potentially negative
effects of some user groups on others. Despite these tensions, only one
of the legal protection mechanisms devotes specific attention to the
potentially negative effects of one form of wave riding activity on
another. Conceivably, these aspects might also be addressed through
non-statutory measures, but nonetheless this example is insightful – at
least as a consideration for the development of protection mechanisms
that are specific to surf breaks. It is provided by the Waikato Navigation
Safety Bylaw that defines various recreational activities, makes a
 distinction between powered and self-powered activities, and then sets
explicit policy objectives to address them (Waikato Regional Council
2020).

Although this was the only legally-enforceable mechanism we found
that specifically identifies and provides for the potentially negative ef-
ects of one recreational activity on another, we note that there may be
other examples in grey literature (e.g., local council provisions) that
weren’t discovered in this review. In addition, an innovative related
development has been established in Papua New Guinea with a focus on
reducing overcrowding to improve the quality of surfing experiences,
and promoting the sustainability of surf tourism by ensuring that visi-
tation results in benefits for local communities. These arrangements
have been promulgated through the creation of Surf Management Plans
administered by the Surfing Association of Papua New Guinea in
collaboration with tourism operators and local communities (O’Brien
and Ponting 2013).
4.6. Contributions of site-specific opportunities

If national-scale surf break legislation developments encounter pushback or other limitations in the scope of their protection, there may be important roles for site-specific protection mechanisms that can identify unique aspects and place-based opportunities. Examples of this kind of reformulation include the successes at Mundaka and Malibu where pre-existing legislation was interpreted and applied to establish new protections. In the case of Mundaka, the inclusion of the surf break within an existing Biosphere Reserve illustrates an opportunity to align a surf break protection need with biodiversity conservation initiatives in the context of a protected area. Globally, there is much potential to explore such synergies (Reineiman et al., 2021; Scheske et al., 2019), although it should be recognised that surf breaks may require additional protections not necessarily included in existing protected area designations to be effective in addressing their specific values and associated drivers of degradation (Arroyo et al., 2019; Atkin et al., 2019; Orchard et al., 2019; Purym and Orchard 2013). Therefore, a potential (as-yet unexplored) strategic direction could involve opportunities to adapt existing biodiversity conservation arrangements to better accommodate the needs of the surf breaks. Such opportunities may include, for example, legislative reform processes or management plan review cycles. At Malibu, historic aspects of the surf breaks were identified as legally significant enough for its protection (Blum and Orbach 2021). Despite this approach being unlikely to protect all aspects of the surf resource, or being applicable to an appreciable number of surf breaks, it does illustrate an opportunistic strategy to work within the scope of existing legislation to secure a degree of protection that may not otherwise be provided for.

4.7. Enduring roles for legal protection approaches

From a theoretical perspective, legal protection mechanisms typically evolve in a backward looking fashion, evolving to address issues only after great environmental damage has occurred, which drives political will to respond (Cassotta 2021). Previously overlooked issues, such as avoidable degradation, may come into clearer focus with the benefit of hindsight, improved information, or both. Pressures associated with rising sea-levels and continued population growth (Cazenave and Cozannet 2014), suggest a continuing need and enduring role for the legal protection of vulnerable coastal resources such as surf breaks. As a management tool, a legal basis can help to resolve pressures and demands by setting out resource use expectations or providing a platform for their full consideration (Romanian Jacur et al., 2015). Statutory law has the advantage of putting the public on notice regarding how society has chosen to protect natural resources and other public spaces from development and ecological harm. Judge-made case law, as in a common law legal system, maintains potentially more flexibility for that legal system to treat future cases or controversies differently, based on distinguishable respective facts in those subsequent cases. Each of these legal avenues contribute to the contemporary management context but can also inform future cycles of policy development or legislative reform for the management of surf breaks (Skellern et al., 2013).

5. Conclusions

Legal protection is a powerful and necessary tool to protect surf resources. This global review has shown that there are marked differences in the approaches that have emerged to date, and these differences involve key aspects including the rationale and procedure for inclusion, extent of protection afforded, and extent to which non-governmental organisations are involved either directly or indirectly in crucial support and implementation roles. Differences between the approaches are also opportunities for cross-pollination and the building of an associated body of knowledge. The advantageous components identified here may be adopted and combined in future legislative reform or applications with a view to applying the learning available from current examples in future developments to come. Surf break protection will be generally assisted by the monitoring and evaluation of outcomes which, in turn, will facilitate objective comparisons between the legal protection mechanisms that have been established to date. Through a process of continued innovation and learning from a variety of geographies and management contexts there is great potential for further progress towards comprehensive and legally enforceable approaches for protecting the world’s surf breaks.
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